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The Murray-Darling Basin Authority’s ‘The Living 
Murray Works and Measures’ program is a $270 
million initiative to complement the delivery of 
environmental flows and improve the health of the 
Murray River. The program funds infrastructure 
to deliver and manage water for environmental 
benefit.

AWMA regulators allow natural high flows to be 
delivered efficiently and effectively to the Mulcra 
Island floodplain (part of the Chowilla Floodplain 
and Lindsay–Wallpolla Islands icon site) enabling 
maximum use of environmental water. Designed, 

manufactured and installed by AWMA, the range 
of control structures will be manually operated to 
mimic natural flooding regimes. 
 
A total of 114 modular stopboard segments (plus 
frames and lifting mechanisms), a TLF top seal 
penstock and fish screen, were tailor made to 
meet the specific requirements of sites up to 8m 
wide and 5m high.

The Living Murray project is implemented in the 
local region by the Mallee Catchment Management 
Authority (CMA), on behalf of the Department of 

Sustainability and Environment and in partnership 
with Parks Victoria. Construction works are being 
managed by SA Water and undertaken by Leed 
Engineering to whom AWMA is a proud supplier.
 
This project is only one of the many environmental 
projects AWMA is currently delivering. Custom 
designed solutions provide the opportunity to 
address specific project and site considerations 
for maximum outcomes.

Many thanks to the Mallee CMA for providing the 
above aerial image.

AWMA regulators, segmented stopboards and a fish screen provide critical flow management for six 
sites within Mulcra Island, a 3,000 ha component of the Chowilla Floodplain near Mildura, Victoria. 
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AWMA water control gates automatically mitigate tidal and flood 
waters to protect MacLeod Morass from saline intrusion, near 
Bairnsdale Victoria.
 
Parks Victoria engaged Alluvium Consulting to develop a design solution for 
the saline intrusion that was increasingly impacting the valuable ecosystems 
within MacLeod Morass. AWMA designed, manufactured and installed an 
appropriate gate and control arrangement to meet the requirements of the 
design.

Two ULF undershot gates allowing for a clear waterway of 2.8m wide x 1.4m 
high were manufactured from marine grade aluminium and installed by 

AWMA at the site. AWMA’s Technical Services division provided full gate 
automation and solar panels. The gates are programmed to allow water from 
the morass to flow out to the river, but prevent water from high tides back 
into the morass.
 
This fully automated site utilises a PLC to monitor outputs from level sensors 
located on both sides of the gates. Depending on the water level readings, 
the controller will either open or close the gates in accordance with the pre-
programmed settings. 
 
A Next G alarm system notifies Parks Victoria staff of fault alerts including 
low battery, flow blockage or irregular level sensor readings.

AWMA continue to work with 
Goulburn-Murray Water on 
many irrigation modernisation 
solutions, for new and existing 
structures across the northern 
Victorian irrigation area. Recent 
projects include the Lake 
Boga Outfall, Avoca Floodway 
Regulators and the Cattanach 
Canal distribution system.
 
For the first time in two years water 
allocation increases have allowed for 
environmental flows across Lake Boga 
in northern Victoria. Three aluminium 
ULF undershot gates 1.7m wide x 1.8m 
high have been fitted with IQ20 Rotork 
actuators for automated regulation of 
flows out of Lake Boga. Consistent with 
all products supplied by AWMA, the 
automated gates are designed with open 

platform software to be easily integrated 
into client specific SCADA systems.
 
The Avoca Floodway structure was 
upgraded to incorporate three aluminium 
ULF undershot gates 1.5m wide x 1.3m 
high with bevel gearboxes for manual 
operation and handrails to reduce 
operational OH&S risks. The AWMA 
regulators allow excess flood water to 
flow from the Avoca River into the main 
channel system.
 
Staged works across the Cattanach 
Canal distribution system have seen 
additional aluminium ULF undershots 
supplied up to 3m wide x 3.5m high. The 
latest control gates will be used to divert 
water into the Waranga Basin. 

G E N E R A L Ly
S P E A K I N G
Thankfully we now have more water to play with. As 
usual though, not everyone is getting enough and 
some places have a bit too much.

The last 10 years of trying environmental conditions 
caused significant pain. One area of gain has been 
the heightened environmental awareness which 
resulted in significant investment in research and 
infrastructure.

The lessons learned and subsequent investments 
made will assist in the reduction of water 
consumption, increase in water re-use and 
improved management of environmental flows for a 
sustainable future.

It has taken a while to gain momentum, but Australia 
now has some significant irrigation, urban and 
environmental projects completed or in progress, 
with more in the planning stage.

There is no doubt that climatic conditions move 
in cycles and we will see a repeat of the recent 
drought conditions sometime in the future. Some 
say we are ‘manufacturing’ a warmer planet and 
that we should prepare for regular dry events (or 
to be very wet if you take into account rising sea 
levels). Either way we must not let the current rain 
and higher dam levels dilute the hard won focus on 
sustainable water saving and re-use projects.

The time is coming once again, when continued 
investment will pay dividends.

Brett Kelly
Managing Director
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Three Tainter gates and eight penstocks were 
supplied to control flows through inlet carriers up to 
4m wide, as part of the $61.1M Wet Weather upgrade 
works at Melbourne Water’s Western Treatment 
Plant near Werribee, Victoria.
 
Water Resources Alliance engaged AWMA to design, manufacture 
and install a range of fully automated stainless steel Tainter gates 
and penstocks, complete with actuation systems and access 
platforms, for the Melbourne Water plant.
 
The automated Tainter gates measure up to 3.2m wide x 2.3m high 
and include emergency actuation frames with winching systems. 
The ULF undershot penstocks allow for clear water up to 3.8m 
wide x 1.3m high and are automated with dual spindle actuation 
systems. The automated TLF top seal penstock is an off-seating, 
non-modulating gate isolating a 600mm pipe end to a maximum 
operating head of 2.1m.
 
This project will double the capacity of the inlets into the lagoon 
networks by duplicating the main sewerage inlet carrier, allowing 
for population growth whilst maintaining a 1 in 5 year wet weather 
containment requirement. 
 
The new site design will give operators the flexibility to control 
incoming sewage and wet weather flows between the treatment 
ponds, well into the future.
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CURRENT PROjECTS INCLUDE…
VIC
•	 Goulburn-Murray Water: Modernisation works under the MDBC Gunbower Forest Lower 

Landscape Project incorporates sites within Yarran Creek, Reedy Lagoon and Black Swamp. A 
range of ULF penstocks and Combination gates are required with multiple control options for 
on-site and remote operation.

•	 Eimco Water Technologies: Four automated stainless steel TLF penstocks are required for 
works at Melbourne Water’s Eastern Treatment Plant (ETP).

•	 Thiess Degrèmont Joint Venture: An additional project package for the Victorian 
Desalination Plant’s Balance of Plant (BoP) includes GR2507 super duplex stainless steel stop 
logs with frames and automated aluminium ULF penstocks.

•	 Water Resources Alliance: Fine Screenings project at the Eastern Treatment Plant involves 
four Bulkheads with eleven sets of frames, four ULF penstocks and five TLF-P penstocks for inlet 
and outlet flow control. The penstocks will be manually or automatically operated while the 
bulkheads will be managed using a gantry crane.

•	 Eastern Tertiary Alliance: Over 50 TLF penstocks and stopboards will be incorporated into 
the Tertiary Upgrade at Melbourne Water’s ETP.

•	 Transfield Services: Six ULF penstocks to upgrade the primary sedimentation tank at 
Melbourne Water’s ETP.

SA
•	 Century Products: Further works at Christies Beach WWTP requires stainless steel 

bulkheads and automated stainless steel ULF penstocks.
•	 York Civil: Segmented stopboards over 2m high for the Chowilla Creek Regulator.
TAS
•	 Tasmanian Irrigation Development Board: LayFlat and Head & Discharge gates for 

Whitemore Irrigation.

NSW
•	 Comdain Civil: Sewage isolation for the Corowa saleyards include manual ULF and DLF 

penstocks.
•	 State Water: Combination gates for Coonancoocabil Lagoon consist of both manual and 

automated gate leaves, with interlocking capability for multiple control options.
•	 Gleeson Excavations: Manual and automated ULF penstocks will be fabricated from 

aluminium and stainless steel materials for Tarabah Weir.
•	 The Rix Group: A manual ULF penstock for the Edwards River offtake regulator.
•	 Midcoast Water: A specialised manual TLF penstock for the Wingham WTP.
•	 Murrumbidgee Irrigation: A range of regulating undershots across the irrigation area.
•	 Aquatec-Maxcon: Segmented Stopboards for the Tumbarumba Water Treatment Plant.

QLD
•	 United Group Infrastructure: Over 20 stopboards and penstocks to be installed across nine 

sites within the Elanora WWTP.
•	 SunWater: A second package of the Intersafe program sees the inclusion of additional LayFlat 

gates, trash screens, weed screens, walkways and handrails for 68 sites within the Bundaberg 
irrigation area.

•	 Brisbane City Council: Bulkheads and a flap gate for the Bowen Hills project.
•	 Burdekin Shire Council: An automated stainless steel SideWinder and a 2.5m wide x 2m 

high automatic LayFlat gate for the Kalamia Dam Project with GHD.
NT
•	 Brierty Limited: Segmented stopboards and a manually operated TLF penstock for the 

Elrundie Avenue Wetlands.

AWMA’s expertise in the design of water control infrastructure has 
been recognised through an increase in demand for consultancy 
services.
 
Clients including water authorities, design engineers and government bodies 
have utilised AWMA’s specialised design services to incorporate infrastructure 
information, conceptual drawings and gate specifications into project models 
and documentation.
 

The engagement of AWMA at the conceptual stage not only broadens the design 
input and methodology but influences critical factors associated with achieving 
optimal outcomes. This may include consideration of high risk elements such 
as civil remedial works, structural design, operational maintenance, material 
selection and whole of life costs.
 
The formation of strong partnerships will result in reduced project risks. 
For further information on how AWMA can assist you with your next water 
infrastructure project phone 1800 664 852 or email info@awma.au.com 

AWMA’s fast gained reputation as 
the preeminent supplier of flow 
control and isolation structures is 
spreading abroad. 
 
On a weekly basis, AWMA receive 
requests to support projects in New 
Zealand, South East Asia and the Middle 
East. 
 
Currently AWMA are working with many 
of New Zealand’s leading design houses 
at detailed stages of upcoming works. 
 
After AWMA’s recent attendance at 
the Water New Zealand Conference 

in Christchurch, the feedback was 
unanimous that AWMA’s highly 
consultative approach is unique in the 
market.
 
AWMA’s capacity to support all 
stakeholders in the early stages of flow 
control and isolation projects delivers 
valuable O&M and OH&S benefits for 
operators.
 
AWMA’s customer focussed service and 
expertise is increasing demand for their 
brand of sustainable flow management, 
internationally.

INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT
Congratulations to the Tweed Shire Council  for 
the Bray Park Water Treatment Plant project 
which recently received awards for excellence 
and innovation from the Newcastle division of 
Engineers Australia.
 
AWMA was engaged by head contractor Reed 
Constructions to design, manufacture and install 
16 manually operated penstocks for the plant.
 
AWMA are proud of the achievements of our 
clients and wish to congratulate all parties 
involved in receiving such recognition.
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